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1. ACCOMPLISHMENTS: What was done? What was learned?
What are the major goals of the program?
The primary goal of Mobility 21, a National University Transportation Center for Improving Mobility is to
develop and deploy technologies, policies, incentives and training programs for improving the mobility of people
and goods in the 21st century efficiently and safely. We will accomplish this through a comprehensive program of
interdisciplinary research; education and workforce development with a focus on diversity; collaboration with
university, deployment, and government partners; and technology transfer and leadership efforts.
Research Metrics
• Faculty scientific leadership as reflected by the number of publications and citations of faculty work
in transportation-related areas
• The number of staff, faculty and students involved in leadership positions in academic, industry and
government transportation organizations
• New research collaborations in fields related to this work
• Successful technology deployments and their impact
• Patents and start-ups
Education and Workforce Development Metrics
• Number of transportation-related courses
• Students participating in transportation research projects
• Advanced degree programs funding Mobility21 UTC students
• Mobility21 UTC-funded graduate students
• Mobility21 UTC-funded students who receive degrees
• Institutional educational partnerships
• Participants in workforce and educational programs
Technology Transfer Metrics
• Simple adoption of the innovation by a transportation operator, company or public, to more formalized
outcomes such as licensing, patents, commercialization, and spin-off companies
• Quantify numbers of meetings, attendance, publications, and social media and website activity
Collaboration Metrics
• Number and diversity of members of both the Mobility21 Consortium and Advisory Council
• Number and impact of deployments achieved through collaboration
In addition, as part of our Technology Transfer Plan (dated July 31, 2018) the following Research Performance
Measures were established:
Research Performance Measure
Output #1
Annual Number of Journal Publications
Output #2
Annual Number of Research Pilot Deployments
Outcome #1 Annual Number of Media Stories Referencing UTC Research, Faculty, or Spinoff
Annual Number of Instances Providing Exposure to Transportation, Science and Technology for
Outcome #2 Practitioners, Teachers, Young people, or Other Members of the Public
Impact #1
Annual Number of Instances of Technology Adoption or Commercialization
Annual Number of Instances of Research Changing Behavior, Practices, Decision Making, Policies
Impact #2
(Including Regulatory Policies), or Social Actions

Annual
Target
35
10
80
50
3
3

What was accomplished under these goals?
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Research
Thirty-four research projects were active during this report period. On November 12, 2019, a call for proposals
was released for CMU researchers to propose projects for the July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021 period. Twenty-four
proposals were received, totaling more than $2.2 million in requests. Sixteen of these projects were selected based
on the available funding. Mobility21 UTC management personnel are working with the PIs to ensure all US DOT
funding & project requirements are met so the projects can start on July 1, 2020.
During this reporting period, three UTC faculty meetings were also held (scheduled twice during each of the spring
and fall semesters). The meetings are held in person on the CMU campus, and can be attended remotely via
interactive webinar. The meetings are held to provide the faculty updates on the Mobility21 UTC, share
information among the four UTC academic consortium partners, and present research being conducted.
Education and Workforce Development
We view research and education as two sides of the same coin. We cannot educate for future generations without
exposing them to research, development and deployment. On the other hand, we cannot do successful research,
development and deployment without the input of future generations. Since Traffic21 and the UTC have emerged
on campus they have generated interest among faculty and students, bringing exposure to real-world problems, and
engaging faculty and students with over 100 deployment partners. .
On February 21, 2020, Traffic21 Director Chris Hendrickson met with CMU students working on an
Environmental Engineering Sustainability project. The students are developing a migration plan for a ZeroEmission Bus System in the Mid-Atlantic Region. Chris provided technical support and copies of the policy
document he previously helped create, titled Which Alternative Fuel Technology is Best for Transit Buses?.
At Carnegie Mellon University, a transportation club also convenes throughout the fall and spring semesters, of
which the Mobility21 Fellows help lead, and the UTC supports. On January 28, 2020, the CMU Transportation
Club kicked off the spring semester by hosting a career panel. The panel included speakers from Bike Pittsburgh,
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission, Port Authority of Allegheny County, Gridwise, Toole Design, and more.
In January during the Transportation Research Board Annual Meeting, one of the Carnegie Mellon University
students, Matt Battifarano, was honored as a “Student of the Year” at the Council of University Transportation
Centers awards banquet in Washington, DC. Matt Battifarano grew up on the buses and subways of New York
City and never stopped thinking about transportation. After completing a bachelor's degree in Mathematics at the
University of Chicago, Matt worked for three years as a Data Scientist and Software Engineer for Bridj, a smart
mobility start up. Matt is currently a PhD student in the Mobility Data Analytics Center at Carnegie Mellon
University where he studies network modeling of ride-hailing systems and connected and autonomous vehicles.
Over the summer, Matt interned on the Strategy Team at Uber’s Advanced Technology Group, building a simulator
to model Uber’s autonomous vehicles. In 2018, Matt was selected as a FHWA Dwight David Eisenhower
Transportation Research Fellow.
On December 10, 2019, Mobility21 UTC researcher Rahul Mangharam (University of Pennsylvania) and his
student team won the Best Demonstration honorable mention award at NeurIPS (Neural Information Processing
Systems) third annual conference for their F1/10 demo! “They illustrated a platform for distributed #RL, sim to
real transfer, and self-supervised online learning of a vision based obstacle avoidance/racing policy. Plus, they
wrapped this all in the intuitive #OpenAI Gym API to turn the Racecar hardware into its own reinforcement
learning environment. Look out for github.com/f1tenth for more updates on the paper and code.”
On December 4 & 5, 2019, CMU students shared the results of their semester long research projects during a poster
fair. Students of the CMU Heinz College engage in semester long “Capstone Projects” to apply coursework to
real-world scenarios. The transportation related projects were:
•
•

Bringing Employers “On Board” to Reduce SOVs in Downtown Pittsburgh – Mobility21 Program
Manager Lisa Kay Schweyer was the adjunct instructor for this project
Qualified Municipal Infrastructure Bonds: Improving Infrastructure Finance in the US – Traffic21
Director Chris Hendrickson served as an advisor for this project

•
•
•
•

A Public Transportation Accessibility Index for Allegheny County
Selection Standards Analysis for Subsidized Public Housing
Optimization of Security Checkpoints through Wait Time Forecasting
Unsupervised Auto Insurance Fraud Detection
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On November 1, 2019, Mobility21 UTC Executive Director, Stan Caldwell,
participated in the Girls of Steel Robotics Program at the CMU Robotics Institute.
Caldwell worked with young women grades 4 to 8 who are interested in learning
how to improve public transportation. Their project is a part of the FIRST LEGO
League City Shaper challenge. See thank you note and picture to the right.
On October 13, 2019, Noel Lau, a Civil and Environmental Engineering graduate
student at Carnegie Mellon University traveled to New York City to attend the
American Public Transportation Association’s (APTA) TRANSform conference
and receive her scholarship award. Lau was able to personally thank the sponsors
of her scholarship, network with other scholarship recipients, participate in
APTA’s mentorship program as a mentee, and sit in on committee meetings.
Mobility21 UTC strives to help develop a transportation workforce capable of
designing and maintaining the complex transportation systems of tomorrow. We
have and will continue to focus on education and workforce development in equal
and complementary measure to research, development and deployment.
Technology Transfer
As the nature of transportation continues to evolve, Carnegie Mellon University
has students and faculty conducting transportation related research in data
analytics, robotics, public policy, engineering, architecture and design, and
more. Since not all of these efforts are co-located in the same building, or even
the same department, there was a need to help building a “community space” to
bring together people interested in transportation on CMU’s campus. This was the
impetus for Mobility21’s launching of the Smart Mobility Connections (SMC)
seminar series. One of the UTC faculty is featured at each hour long session; half
of the time is reserved for questions and answers as well as networking. All
Mobility21 SMC seminars are advertised on the UTC website and publicized
through faculty, student and government and industry partner distribution
lists. Recordings of each session are posted to the Mobility21 UTC website’s
What’s Happening section.
•
•

•
•

•

February 7, 2020 - Mobility21 UTC Researcher Venkat Viswanathan
discussed how weight, computational load, sensor load, and possibly higher drag may increase the energy
use of automated electric vehicles relative to human-driven electric vehicles.
January 24, 2020 - Mobility21 Executive Director, Stan Caldwell and CMU PhD student, Rick Grahn
provided an overview and took questions about the project, Research Results and Technology Trends to
Inform Policies for Smart Mobility of People and Goods. Everyone in attendance was also provided with a
hard copy of the "Recommended Policies for the 21st Century Trends in US Mobility" policy brief.
December 6, 2019 - Professor Ding Zhao described how his team is trying to build the world’s first
scenario-based driving database that is dedicated to connected and autonomous vehicles.
November 15, 2019 – Professor Fei Fang highlighted her research entitled “Efficiency and Fairness in
Ride-sharing." Fang discussed the growth in location-tracking technology, the popularity of smartphones,
and how reduced costs in mobile network communications have led to a revolution in mobility and the
prevalence of ridesharing. Fang covered both commercial on-demand ride-sharing and peer-to-peer ridesharing, focusing on how to find efficient vehicle-rider matching.
October 11, 2019 - Aaron Steinfeld, Associate Research Professor with the Robotics Institute at CMU
talked about “What's Been Learned from the Tiramisu Transit Deployment.” Steinfeld was part of the team
from the CMU Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center who researched, developed and deployed
Tiramisu, a transit app with a universal design but focused on improving public transit for individuals with
disabilities.
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Collaboration
At the core of our efforts, is collaboration. During this reporting period Lisa Kay Schweyer had several meetings
with each of the Mobility21 Co-PIs at the Community College of Allegheny County, the Ohio State University and
the University of Pennsylvania to ensure continued collaboration among UTC academic partners.
Additionally during this report period:
•

•

•

•

March 18, 2020 - Mobility21 UTC Program Manager Lisa Kay Schweyer met with UTC faculty during her
semi-annual visit with Mobility21 academic partner, the University of Pennsylvania. This year's visit was
held via webinar (due to COVID-19) where she visited and received updates from Rahul Mangharam,
Megan Ryerson, Erick Guerra and Helen Loeb.
March 4, 2020 - Mobility21 UTC Program Manager Lisa Kay Schweyer met with UTC faculty and
students during her semi-annual visit to Columbus with the Mobility21 academic partner, the Ohio State
University. She visited and received updates from Umit Ozguner (OSU PI), Keith Redmill (researcher),
Beth Snoke (Director, Transportation and Traffic Management), David Cooke (Senior Associate Director
of the Center for Automotive Research), Danny Freudiger (Ph.D. candidate & outgoing Smart Campus
Group Leader), and Anita Nti (student and incoming Smart Campus group leader).
November 14 & 15 - Lisa Kay Schweyer, Program Manager for the UTC, visited on-site in Columbus
with the Ohio State University faculty to discuss their current and future years project activities, the current
list of research projects, building student involvement. While there she also met with students from the
Columbus College of Art & Design. The students are working on a project to explore design of
autonomous shuttles to encourage the sharing of rides and measure user experience. She connected these
students with UTC affiliated researchers at OSU for continued collaboration.
October 24 & 25 - Lisa Kay Schweyer, Program Manager for the UTC, visited on-site in Philadelphia with
the University of Pennsylvania faculty to discuss their current and future years project activities, the
current list of research projects, and deployment activities. While there, Lisa Kay also attended the Precise
Day Safe Autonomy, Present and Future event where the program was designed to “…drive cross-industry
discussion on ‘Safe AI’ and enable an autonomous tomorrow.”

Other examples of collaboration include:
•
•

•

•

•

•

March 26, 2020 - Mobility21 Researchers Sean Qian and Stan Caldwell joined University of Pittsburgh
Professor Alexandros Labrinidis on an Intelligent Transportation Systems panel for a joint Carnegie
Mellon/University of Pittsburgh “Smart City and Technology” undergraduate mini-course.
January 12, 2020 - The American Road and Transportation Builders Association selected Traffic21
Institute Director Chris Hendrickson, to receive the Research and Education Division’s prestigious S.S.
Steinberg Award. This award honors educators at an institution of higher learning for contributions to
research and education in transportation, development or construction.
January 11, 2020 – At the Council of University Transportation Centers (CUTC) awards banquet at the
Transportation Research Board Annual Meeting, Traffic21 Director Chris Hendrickson was presented with
the prestigious CUTC- HNTB Lifetime Achievement Award for Transportation Education and Research.
“This award honors individuals who have had a long history of significant and outstanding contributions
to university transportation education and research resulting in a lasting contribution to transportation.”
January 21, 2020 - Mobility21 UTC Program Manager, Lisa Kay Schweyer was invited to serve on the
Advisory Council for the National Center for Applied Transit Technology and participated in the council’s
kick-off meeting today. “N-CATT’s mission is to provide small-urban, rural, and tribal transit agencies
with practical, replicable resources that help them apply technological solutions and innovations. N-CATT
is carrying out this mission by analyzing information, communicating it, helping transit systems plan, and
encouraging implementation of cost-effective, value-adding technology.”
December 20, 2019 - Stan Caldwell, Executive Director of the Mobility21 UTC participated in a meeting
of the Public Stakeholder Group for Pittsburgh’s Mobility Collective. As part of his role on the committee
he provides guidance for crafting policy for the new micromobility technologies in the context of
deploying new services in the City of Pittsburgh (in a manner that augments existing resources such as
transit and bikeshare while equitably providing services for traditionally underserved populations).
December 10, 2019 - Traffic21 Director, Chris Hendrickson, participated in the Transportation Research

•

•
•
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Board’s Research and Technology Coordinating Committee. “The committee will monitor and review
FHWA’s research and technology activities and advise FHWA on (a) research agenda setting and
coordination of highway research with states, universities, and other partners, (b) strategies to accelerate
the deployment and adoption of innovation, and (c) potential areas where research is needed. The
committee will hold at least two meetings annually and report via letter report annually, as requested by
FHWA.”
Mobility21 continues to take a leadership role in the Smart Belt Coalition, which is comprised of CMU,
The Ohio State University, University of Michigan, Penn State University, Kettering University,
PennDOT, ODOT, MDOT, and Pennsylvania and Ohio Turnpike officials. The coalition was initiated by
the Mobility21 UTC faculty and has created the first multi-state connected and automated vehicle test bed
for research and deployment of technologies, and policy development.
o October 2019 – The UTC hosted The Smart Belt Coalition a two day quarterly meeting on CMU’s
campus to discuss the coalition’s strategic plan current and future initiatives.
Former CMU president, Jared Cohon agreed to serve as a co-chair of the Securing America’s Future
Energy Commission on the Future of Mobility. His appointment to the commission was facilitated by
Mobility21 Executive Director, Stan Caldwell.
December 18, 2019 - Stan Caldwell travelled to Harrisburg to participate in the Pennsylvania's
Autonomous Vehicle Policy Task Force quarterly meeting. Caldwell and Raj Rajkumar, Mobility21
Director, serve on task force and provide both the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and the State
Legislature’s Transportation Committees council on automated vehicle policy.

How have the results been disseminated?
A blog and weekly e-newsletter that highlights UTC research and efforts in the news as well as smart transportation
industry news, The Smart Transportation Dispatch, is distributed to 3,592 subscribers. The readership represents
individuals in industry, government, academia and community organizations from 17 countries.
A monthly e-publication is also distributed, called What’s Happened at Traffic21? This e-publication, sent to the
same distribution list as The Smart Transportation Dispatch, specifically highlights the UTC impacts,
accomplishments, student work, involvement in conferences, and other news. 431 articles were posted in this
reporting period.
Before updates are sent out in either publication, they appear as individual updates/articles on the website, and are
also posted through our Facebook and Twitter social media accounts.
On January 16, 2020, Rick Grahn, a PhD student in the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department at
Carnegie Mellon University displayed his poster on “Are travelers substituting between Uber and public buses? A
case study in Pittsburgh, PA” at the TRB Annual Meeting. The poster won “Best in Session.” The poster session
was a part of the ‘Standing Committee on Public Transportation Planning and Development’.
On January 15, 2020, Dominick Fiorentino, Heinz College student and Lisa Kay Schweyer, Mobility21 UTC
Program Manager participated in Transportation Camp in Washington DC to share UTC research. “Transportation
Camp is an unconference bringing together transportation professionals, technologists, and others interested in the
intersection of urban transportation and technology.”
On January 14, 2020, Mobility21 UTC Program Manager, Lisa Kay Schweyer, was part of a team who presented a
poster on “Building a National Transportation Data Preservation Network” during the TRB Meeting. For the past
year, she has been serving on the National Transportation Data Preservation Network committee helping develop
recommendations for a national transportation data preservation network.
And also on January 14, 2020, Mobility21 Diversity Fellow, Allanté Whitmore, presented at the 2020 TRB Annual
Meeting. She shared her research on the role of engineering ethics in decision making for automated mobility.
On January 13, 2020, Mobility21 UTC Program Manager, Lisa Kay Schweyer presented at the TRB Annual
Meeting on “Dynamic synthesis and dissemination of research results” as part of the “Research Implementation
and Management Best Practices” conference session sponsored by the Standing Committee on Conduct of

Research (ABG10). She shared successful strategies Mobility21 uses & tips to track and report program and
research activity.
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In November 2020, Mobility21’s Rick Grahn, Stan Caldwell and Chris Hendrickson published a new policy report
entitled “Recommended Policies for the 21st Century Trends in US Mobility.” The report analyzes the 2017
National Household Travel Survey which captured impacts of emerging technologies on the transportation system
to learn about users of such technologies and shifting travel behaviors.
2019 Annual UTC Advisory Committee Meeting
November 7, 2019 - A talented group of national leaders attended
the Carnegie Mellon University Traffic21 Institute and Mobility21
National University Transportation Center Advisory Council
meeting, held on CMU’s campus.
Mobility21 UTC Director, Raj Rajkumar and Traffic21 Director,
Chris Hendrickson welcomed the group, and provided an overview
and update of activities and plans at the centers. The day continued
with a discussion on technology transfer and plans for the
upcoming National UTC Mobility Summit scheduled to be held in
Washington, DC on April 2, 2020.
Throughout the meeting Advisory Council members shared their expertise and ideas on workforce demand,
technology trends, research needs, and new funding opportunities to advance the missions of Traffic21 and
Mobility21.
Anniversary Symposium
In addition, on November 7 – 8, 2019, the Traffic21 Institute celebrated its Ten Year Anniversary with a two-day
Symposium at Carnegie Mellon University. The symposium brought together expert panelists, keynote speakers
and participants from industry, academia and government to discuss emerging transportation technology and
deployment. We were honored to have Elaine Chao, U.S. Department of Transportation Secretary, attend and
provide our event’s keynote presentation. Secretary Chao also had the opportunity see UTC research demos and
meet UTC students and faculty. After the symposium, a new webpage was added to the Mobility21 website to
document the event and provide copies of all the presentations (https://mobility21.cmu.edu/recap-traffic21-10-yearanniversary-symposium/).

The symposium of 279 registrants brought together expert panelists, keynote speakers and participants from
industry, academia and government to discuss emerging transportation technology and deployment.
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Day One: Kick Off Lunch
The symposium kicked off with a lunch that
featured remarks from PA Congressman Mike
Doyle, Allegheny County Executive Rich
Fitzgerald, City of Pittsburgh Mayor Bill Peduto,
Carnegie Mellon University President, Farnam
Jahanian, and keynote speaker US Secretary of
Transportation Elaine Chao.
During her keynote remarks, Secretary Chao
thanked Traffic21 for the innovative work done
and continuing to be done through the institute and
its three University Transportation Centers. She
also highlighted the role of Traffic21 in a recently
awarded USDOT $8.4 million grant to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Carnegie Mellon
to continue research into transportation technologies.
Also during the lunch Rick Stafford, the founder of
Traffic21, discussed the history of institute with
David Roger, the president of Hillman Family

Foundation, and Al Biehler, Former PennDOT
Secretary of Transportation. They talked about how
Traffic21 is at the forefront of determining the direction
of technology policy and continues to be a leader on
issues of urban design, the future of autonomous
vehicles and how to use intelligent transportation
systems to increase equity.
Smart Transportation Plenary
The afternoon Plenary Sessions kicked off with thought leaders speaking on “Innovations in Smart
Transportation.” The session was moderated by Rebecca Brewster, President and CEO, American Transportation
Research Institute and included:
•
•
•

Justine Kaznica, Chair of Emerging Technologies
Practice for Babst Calland
Paul Skoutelas, President and CEO, American Public
Transportation Association
Robin Chase, Co-Founder of Zipcar, Veniam and NUMo

The panelists described a wide range of topics in transportation
including drones, autonomous vehicles, and the future of multimodal transportation and opportunities for technology for
impacting public transportation. – Review Presentations from
“Innovations in Smart Transportation”
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Smart Cities Plenary
The second plenary session entitled “The Evolution of
Smart Communities” focused on civic tech and
innovation, the interplay between technology, people
and policy, partnerships and future outlook. Karen
Lightman, Executive Director, Metro21: Smart Cities
Institute, moderated the panel and was joined by:
•
•
•
•

John Brzozowski, CTO & Video President,
MachineQ
Kimberly Lucas, Civic Research Director, City
of Boston
Oliver Steining, VP of Business Development &
Corporate Strategy, Robert Bosch
Harriet Tregoning, Director, NUMo

The panel described how Smart Cities 1.0 focused on a “connected infrastructure” vision, upgrading infrastructure
and using sensing technology and data analytics to manage urban assets but as the notion evolved into Smart Cities
2.0, we are now focused on community, using wisdom from residents and bringing together people from all sectors
to build a connected ecosystem that works for people. – Review Presentations from “The Evolution of Smart
Communities”
Day Two: Ten Year Anniversary Symposium
Day 2 kicked off with Raj Rajkumar, Director of Mobility21 University Transportation Center highlighting the
importance of the Traffic21 deployment partner consortium that started in 2013 and that the number of consortium
members has grown to over 100. This annual symposium event is an opportunity for those partners to come with
real-world problems to see the cutting-edge research that faculty and their teams are working on at Carnegie
Mellon University. Then together researchers and partners come up with new research development projects that
can collaborate on and then deploy solutions to real world problems.
Deploying Transportation Technology Plenary
The second day’s plenary session brought
together a dynamic panel to discuss “Deploying
Transportation Technology.” Moderated by
Katharine Kelleman, President, Port Authority
of Allegheny County, panelists included:
•
•
•
•

Ashley Hand, Co-founder, CityFI
Martin O’Malley, Senior Fellow and
Advisory Council Chair, MetroLab
Network
Cem Saraydar, Director of the
Electrical Control Systems Research
Lab, General Motors
Ben Schmidt, CEO, RoadBotics

The panel described the current pressure cities
are on to adapt, but struggling to keep up with how to respond and regulate new tech and the need to prepare now
for human-centered cities for all people. Through better governing, technology and transparency, cities can deploy
transportation technology to innovate mobility for all.
– Review Presentations from “Deploying Transportation Technology Plenary”
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Research Showcase
The second day of the symposium wrapped up with 14
Carnegie Mellon University researchers and students
showcasing their cutting-edge technology and some
success stories that started as projects in Traffic21 and
developed into companies in Pittsburgh – bringing
hundreds of jobs to the city and helping to grow the
local economy. The showcase provided CMU faculty
the opportunity to connect with individuals from the
community, industry and government to continue
building connections and partnerships.

The Next Ten Years
At this Ten Year Anniversary, Traffic21 announced it is embracing a formidable new challenge: Innovating
Mobility for All.
Traffic21 will leverage its strengths in technology, policy and partnerships to ensure that we lead in Innovating
Mobility for All. Mobility technologies must be deployed safely and cost effectively, respect individual privacy
and improve equity, especially for people with disabilities, senior citizens, rural communities, and people of all
economic and social means. Through the support of faculty, students, staff and our public and private partners,
Traffic21 is prepared to succeed in this new challenge.
We invite you to join us for the ride.
As part of the Ten Year Anniversary a new way of disseminating information was also launched - The Traffic21
Smart Transportation Podcast. The podcast series will include interviews and stories from UTC faculty, students,
industry and government leaders, community members and academic partners. Those interviewed will share their
thoughts on the future of transportation, intelligent technology systems, shared mobility, and more. The Traffic21
Smart Transportation Podcast is hosted and produced by Mobility21 UTC Diversity Fellow Allanté Whitmore.
The inaugural episode of the podcast was released in November 2019 highlighting content recorded at the 2019
National Mobility Summit. In March 2020, the second episode was published. It featured an interview with
Jason Dailey, the director of Public Works for Cranberry Township in Butler County. This episode highlights
how Traffic21 researchers have dramatically improved the traffic congestion issue in Cranberry Township
through collaborative research.
What do you plan to do during the next reporting period to accomplish the goals?
Up until the federal government prohibited gatherings of more than 10 people and the Commonwealth of PA
required residents in Allegheny County to shelter in place, we had been continuing to plan for the 3rd Annual
National Mobility Summit of UTCs which was scheduled to be held on April 2, 2020. Due to the restrictions
put in place to mitigate the impact of COVID-19, this event was rescheduled for April 15, 2021. At the time of
postponement over 130 people had registered representing over 80 organizations. It is anticipated that the
program will be preserved and everyone will get a chance to hear from the federal perspectives panel, the
community and industry panel and discuss research opportunities. An invitation will be sent by the end of April
2020 to all those who were registered for the 2020 event.
We will also begin planning for our annual Advisory Council meeting and Deployment Partner Consortium
events. They will be held in Pittsburgh, PA on Wednesday, November 18 (Advisory Council), and Thursday,
November 19 (Deployment Partner Consortium Symposium).
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2. PARTICIPANTS & COLLABORATING ORGANIZATIONS: Who has been involved?
What organizations have been involved as partners? The list below indicates new partners added this reporting period.
Contribution to the Project
Partner Organization Name

Location

Freedom Transit
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
Northrop Grumman Corporation
SORTERIA Moonshot Program at CMU
Mileage-Based User Fee Alliance
Carnegie Mellon University Center for
Air Particle Studies
Carnegie Mellon University Campus
Development and Facilities Design
Department
Zensors
Imperial College in London
CITA - International Motor Vehicle
Inspection Committee

Washington, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Falls Church, VA
Pittsburgh, PA
Washington, DC
Pittsburgh, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
London
Brussels, Belgium

Financial
support

X

In-kind
support
X
X
X
X
X

Facilities
X

Collaborative
research
X

Personnel
exchanges

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

Have other collaborators or contacts been involved?
Our Deployment Partner Consortium is utilized for identifying real-world transportation needs, research project
development and deployment, technology licensing and commercialization, student recruitment for jobs and
internships, class and capstone projects. The list of partners is continually updated on the Mobility21 website based
on the research projects being conducted, https://mobility21.cmu.edu/about/leadership/deployment-partners/.
The UTC also has a distinguished Advisory Council of national leaders that provides strategic guidance and counsel.
We sought to achieve modal and demographic diversity. The individual members provide significant collaboration
opportunities with their extensive professional affiliations. The list of Advisory Council members can be found on our
website, https://mobility21.cmu.edu/about/leadership/advisory-council/.
3. OUTPUTS: What new research, technology or process has the program produced?
Publications, conference papers, and presentations
Title

Path Markup Language for Indoor
Navigation
Anytime Computation and
Control for Autonomous Systems
FCC Likely to Move Forward on
5.9 GHz Rule Change

Technical Standards and
Spectrum Sharing for Intelligent
Transportation Systems

Citation

Yang Cai, Florian Alber and Sean Hackett, Path Markup
Language for Indoor Navigation, Proceedings of ICCS 2020,
LNCS, Springer
1. Y. V. Pant, H. Abbas, K. Mohta, R. A. Quaye, T. X.
Nghiem, J. Devietti, R. Mangharam. “Anytime Computation
and Control for Autonomous Systems”, in IEEE Transactions
on Control Systems Technology. 2020.
FCC Likely to Move Forward on 5.9 GHz Rule Change,
Communications Daily, Howard Buskirk, March 10, 2020,
Copyright 2020 Warren Communications News, Inc All
Rights Reserved
Jon M. Peha, "Technical Standards and Spectrum Sharing for
Intelligent Transportation Systems," Comments in the Matter
of Use of the 5.850-5.925 GHz Band, Federal
Communications Commission ET Docket No. 19-138, March
7, 2020.

Type

Date

Trade

2020-03-29

Trade

2020-03-10

Peer
Reviewed

2020-03-10

Other

2020-03-07

12
FADS: Framework for
Autonomous Drone Safety
Effects of on-demand
ridesourcing on vehicle
ownership, fuel consumption,
vehicle miles traveled, and
emissions per capita in U.S.
States
Risky action recognition in lane
change video clips using deep
spatiotemporal networks with
segmentation mask transfer
Activity recognition from sensor
fusion on firemen's helmet
Visual potential field based
control for autonomous
navigation in unseen environment
Optical flow based visual
potential field for autonomous
driving

Y. V. Pant , M. Z. Li, R. A. Quaye, H. Abbas, M. Ryerson, R.
Mangharam. “FADS: Framework for Autonomous Drone
Safety”. Transportation Review Board, Part A/B. 2019
Jacob W. Ward, Jeremy J. Michalek, Inês L. Azevedo,
Constantine Samaras, Pedro Ferreira, Effects of on-demand
ridesourcing on vehicle ownership, fuel consumption, vehicle
miles traveled, and emissions per capita in U.S. States,
Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies,
Volume 108, 2019, Pages 289-301, ISSN 0968-090X,
Https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trc.2019.07.026.
Yurtsever, E., Liu, Y., Lambert, J., Miyajima, C., Takeuchi,
E., Takeda, K., & Hansen, J. H., "Risky action recognition in
lane change video clips using deep spatiotemporal networks
with segmentation mask transfer", 2019 IEEE Intelligent
Transportation Systems Conference (ITSC), October 2019, p.
3100-3107
Sean Hackett and Yang Cai, Activity recognition from sensor
fusion on firemen's helmet, Proceedings of CISP-BMEI,
Suzhou, Oct. 19-21, 2019
Linda Capito, Umit Ozguner, and Keith Redmill, “Visual
potential field based control for autonomous navigation in
unseen environments.” Submitted to Automated Vehicle
Symposium 2020.
Linda Capito, Umit Ozguner, and Keith Redmill, “Optical
flow based visual potential field for autonomous driving.”
Submitted to IV Symposium 2020

Peer
Reviewed

2020-02-20

Other

2020-01-01

Other

2019-12-09

Peer
Reviewed

2019-11-06

Other

2019-10-15

Other

2019-10-02

Other publications, conference papers and presentations:
Title

Who should provide communications
infrastructure for government functions?:
Firefighters, Police, and Intelligent
Transportation Systems
“Smart Pavement / Smart Cities”
Connected Vehicles: Technology and
Policy
Using Municipal Vehicles as Sensor
Platforms to Monitor the Health and
Performance of the Traffic Control System
Research Results and Technology Trends
to Inform Policies for Smart Mobility of
People and Goods
Demo - Data-driven real-time traffic
prediction and management
Demo - “Data-driven real-time traffic
prediction and management”
Conference Presentation
Transportation in Smart City Ecosystems,
Summary of the Transportation Research
Board’s Future Interstate Study
Autonomous Racing Research Workshop

Event

Harvard University Seminar

53rd Annual Meeting of the MidAtlantic Quality Assurance Workshop
Seminar for Undergrads in CIT College
of Engineering
Mobility21 UTC Faculty Meeting
Smart Mobility Connection Seminar
Series
US DOT Booth at the Transportation
Research Board Annual Meeting
Consumer Electronics Show
Hong Kong Society for Transportation
Systems (HKSTS) 2019
Penn State Transportation Engineering
and Safety Conference
National Lieutenant Governors’
Association
NSF Cyber-Physical Systems Principal
Investigators Meeting

Event
Type

Attendance

Date

Presentation

30

2020-02-28

Presentation

350

2020-02-12

Presentation

100

2020-02-11

Presentation

20

2020-02-04

Presentation

70

2020-01-24

Presentation

120

2020-01-14

Presentation

300

2020-01-07

Presentation

150

2019-12-16

Presentation

100

2019-12-11

Presentation

150

2019-12-04

Presentation

120

2019-11-21
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Project Update on Forbes Corridor Before
and After Study
Foundations of Safe Autonomy
GetGoing presentation
Security and Privacy Law for Connected
Vehicles
“The Law, Economics, and Ethics of
Artificial Intelligence in Driverless Cars
and Other Advanced Technologies.”
Autonomous Racing Competition V
New Technologies in Transportation

Mobility 21 Lunch Seminar
Intel Autonomous Driving Community
of Partners Symposium
Mobilty21 showcase
International Conference on Cyberlaw,
Cybercrime & Cyber Security
14th Meeting of the American College
of Business Court Judges
Autonomous Racing Competition V
Community College of Allegheny
County Odyssey Day

Presentation

20

2019-11-19

Presentation

150

2019-11-14

Presentation

100

2019-11-08

Presentation

2019-11-01

Presentation

150

2019-11-01

Presentation

200

2019-10-11

Presentation

100

2019-10-04

Website(s) or other Internet site(s)
URL for Internet site(s) that
disseminates the results of
the research and/or
program activities
http://mobility21.cmu.edu/

https://www.facebook.com/traffic21.
tset
https://www.youtube.com/user/T
raffic21TSET
https://twitter.com/Traffic21_C
MU

Metrics

Short description of the site
The Carnegie Mellon University’s Mobility21 National University
Transportation Center website
The Carnegie Mellon University’s Facebook Page for Mobility21, a
National University Transportation Center for Improving Mobility of
People and Goods, and the former Technologies for Safe and Efficient
Transportation National University Transportation Center
The Carnegie Mellon University’s YouTube Page for Mobility21, a
National University Transportation Center for Improving Mobility of
People and Goods, and the former Technologies for Safe and Efficient
Transportation National University Transportation Center
The Carnegie Mellon University’s Twitter Page for Mobility21, a
National University Transportation Center for Improving Mobility of
People and Goods, and the former Technologies for Safe and Efficient
Transportation National University Transportation Center

New Posts:
650
Followers:
184
Videos:
16
Views:
2,415
Followers:
1,052
Following:
1,601

Technologies or techniques
A deep learning approach to real-time predict parking availability developed as part of Christoph Mertz research
project, “A new way to Improving rush hour traffic flow by computer-vision-based parking detection and
regulations,” has been published in Transportation Research Part C. This approach detects cars in a video stream and
determine if they are parked or moving.
Inventions, patent applications, and/or licenses
During this reporting period an IP disclosure was filed on behalf of Sean Qian for “Learning to Recommend Signal
Plans Under Incidents with Real-time Traffic Prediction.”
Discuss the performance measures (a minimum of two) for research outcome your Center identified in your
Technology Transfer Plan Report and the targets (goals) for each measure.

Output #1
Output #2

Research Performance Measure
Annual Number of Journal Publications
Annual Number of Research Pilot Deployments

Annual
Target
35
10

This Reporting
Period

11
14

14
Please see Section #3 Publications for examples of publications.
Some examples of these research pilot deployments include:
January 23, 2020 - MACON-BIBB COMMISSIONERS APPROVE VARIOUS PROJECTS. “During Tuesday’s
Commission Meeting…Commissioners also approved more than $82,000 to improve county roads. The money will
go to RoadBotics Incorporated, to perform pavement inspections on more than one thousand miles of county roads.
County leaders say the inspections are needed and mandatory by law.” Roadbotics is a spinoff of UTC research.
In addition the 2 Smart Mobility Challenge projects, “Data-driven mobility service design: a case study for Moon
Township” and “Smart Multi-modal Transportation Solution for North Huntingdon Township in Response to
Roadway Construction Projects on Route-30” are developing real-world practices. For Moon Township, finding
ways to improve the efficiency and reduce the cost for micro-transit services, and ultimately improve the holistic
transportation systems by using efficient micro-transit service to complement regular public transit would provide a
fundamental knowledge to understand human behavior from analyzing real-world ridership data, and optimally
design micro-transit services. For municipalities like North Huntingdon, the results could be used to evaluate policies
and management strategies related to large roadway construction projects. In both cases, the tools developed will be
open sourced and shared in the public domain.
4. OUTCOMES: What outcomes has the program produced? How are the research outputs described in
section (3) above being used to create outcomes?
Outcomes are the application of outputs; any changes made to the transportation system, or its regulatory,
legislative, or policy framework, resulting from research and development outputs.
December 12, 2019 - Mobility21 UTC researcher Jon Peha participated in the Federal Communications Commission
December 2019 Open Commission Meeting. This meeting included discussion on “Promoting Innovation in the 5.9
GHz Band – The Commission considered a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that would take a fresh and
comprehensive look at the rules for the 5.9 GHz band and propose, among other things, to make the lower 45 MHz
of the band available for unlicensed operations and to permit Cellular Vehicle to Everything (C-V2X) operations in
the upper 20 megahertz of the band. (ET Docket No. 19-138).”
Discuss the performance measures (a minimum of two) for research outcomes your Center identified in your
Technology Transfer Plan Report and the targets (goals) for each measure.
Research Performance Measure
Outcome #1
Outcome #2

Annual Number of Media Stories Referencing UTC Research, Faculty, or
Spinoff
Annual Number of Instances Providing Exposure to Transportation, Science and
Technology for Practitioners, Teachers, Young people, or Other Members of the
Public (other publications, conference papers and presentations)

Annual
Target

This
Reporting
Period

80

64

50

60

Some examples of the Media Stories Referencing UTC Research, Faculty, or Spinoff:
•

•

March 23, 2020 - FCC Likely to Move Forward on 5.9 GHz Rule Change. “With public and highway safety
groups staking out a hard line, it’s unclear when the FCC will act on new rules for the 5.9 GHz band, industry and
commission officials said…‘Gather all the facts first,’ said Jon Peha, professor at Carnegie Mellon University and
former FCC chief technologist.”
March 11, 2020 - Smartphone-sourced pavement assessment platform gets distress identification. “Spun out of
CMU’s Robotics Institute in 2016, RoadBotics has raised US $11.4m in venture capital investment to date to help
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•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

fund its vision of applying technology to not only improve the world’s roads, but also the critical infrastructure
that impacts people’s lives on a daily basis…With the RoadWay platform’s new Individual Distress Identification
feature, users can now identify 18 different distresses that fall into six categories that are critical to pavement
management including potholes, ‘alligator cracking’, surface issues, and fatigue issues…”
February 26, 2020 - 412 Food Rescue Celebrated On An International Stage. “412 Food Rescue founder Leah
Lizarondo is being honored with the Vital Voices Global Leadership Award…Lizarondo says Carnegie Mellon
University is helping her figure out how to reach more rural areas through a pilot program in Greene County. If all
goes well, she says more locales will follow soon.”
February 26, 2020 - Robot suitcase uses AI to help visually impaired travelers. “The AI suitcase will help people
find the optimal travel route based on their location and map date, the group said in a release. The navigation
robot will also use video and other sensor information to help people avoid obstacles, alert them to nearby stores
and help with required actions, like joining a line….”
February 17, 2020 - Uber’s Autonomous Cars Are Back—and I Took One for a Spin. “…According to
Rajkumar, self-driving vehicles will be a multi-trillion dollar industry by the end of this decade—that’s a lot of
robot trolleys zooming toward those five people.”
January 16, 2020 - Why Creating An AV Business Is 10,000 Times Harder Than Building Self-Driving Tech.
“Even without algorithmic optimization, mobility services could be more efficient incentivizing and rewarding
the smart routing of vehicles (forcing them to take specific routes) and altered travel times to get people to book
rides at off-peak times, according to Carnegie Mellon engineering professor Sean Qian. He studied today’s ridehailing data, but there is no reason these kinds of rules could not be baked into AV booking apps, too…”
December 12, 2019 - UTC Researcher Constantine Samaras offers his expertise to Marketplace on the declining
price of battery packs used for electric vehicles and energy storage systems. He also spoke with the Los Angeles
Times about his study, stating that drones could have the lowest carbon footprint for deliveries.
December 9, 2019 - UTC Researcher, Lee Branstetter contributes to a WIRED article on China increasing its
number of coal plants. Read the article here.
November 25, 2019 - TRAILBLAZERS These women in technology are breaking the mold, taking on roles once
dominated by men. “While men may still hold the majority of jobs in the technology sector, more and more
women are taking leading roles managing efforts to advance the use of technology at companies across western
Pennsylvania. These profiles introduce women who are at the forefront of technological advancements for area
firms. These women have founded companies, worked to make self-driving cars a reality and integrated
technology into the operations of well-known consumer operations…”
November 22, 2019 - Waynesburg University and CMU partner to battle rural food insecurity. “Carnegie Mellon
University, located in the heart of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, recently started working with Waynesburg University
on the foundation of a universal service accomplishment. Through the partnership, the two schools focus on
conquering food insecurity in rural areas — more specifically, Greene County, Pennsylvania…Rural
transportation is more scarce than public transportation in urban communities. The Department of Energy
awarded a grant to Waynesburg University and Carnegie Mellon University to help study the issue of rural
transportation.”
November 14, 2019 - U.S. Transportation Secretary Says CMU Research Will Help Address Automated Vehicle
Concerns. “U.S. Secretary of Transportation Elaine Chao said Carnegie Mellon University is leading the way in
automated transportation research on a visit to Pittsburgh Thursday, citing $8.4 million Department of
Transportation grants the university received in conjunction with PennDOT…Chao spoke at an event celebrating
the 10-year anniversary of Traffic21…”
October 23, 2019 - Raj Rajkumar Featured on NOVA’s Episode on Self-Driving Cars: “Look Who’s Driving”.
“NOVA is the most-watched prime time science series on American television, reaching an average of five
million viewers weekly and on 10/23/2019, it featured Mobility21’s Director, Raj Rajkumar. The episode has a
look at self-driving cars taking to the streets, investigates how they work, and if they are safe. Watch the full
episode here.”
October 2, 2019 - Driverless cars could spell the end for downtown parking – and cities need to plan ahead.
“Cities like Pittsburgh traditionally have more transit access in the more dense urban core and in the more dense
urban neighborhoods,” said Stan Caldwell, executive director of Carnegie Mellon’s Traffic21 institute. “Without
policies to encourage sharing, it’s possible there could be many private AVs on the road. We are civil and
environmental engineers who collaborated with Chris Hendrickson, director of Carnegie Mellon’s Traffic21
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•

Institute, to examine the potential effects of private AVs on cities.”
October 2, 2019 - Tesla’s ‘Smart Summon’ Will Fetch Your Car—Sometimes. “But according to at least one
expert, Smart Summon doesn’t mean that Tesla is close to doing what CEO Elon Musk has promised: unleashing
a fleet of self-driving robot taxis by the end of next year. “If Tesla is having some trouble in an uncontrolled
situation [like a parking lot], and that [Smart Summon] feature is far from perfection, then Tesla having full selfdriving cars at the end of next year? I can only laugh at that,” says Raj Rajkumar, who studies autonomous
technology at Carnegie Mellon University.”

Some examples of the instances providing exposure to transportation, science and technology for practitioners,
teachers, young people, or other Members of the Public (other publications, conference papers and presentations):
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

March 13, 2020 - Traffic21 hosted a roundtable discussion with Lorraine M. Martin, President and CEO, The
National Safety Council. UTC faculty and deployment partners joined in a discussion of transportation safety
issues in the workplace and potential research collaboration. NSC recently launched A Road to Zero: A vision for
achieving zero roadway deaths by 2050, a research report completed with a variety of non-profit and private
sector partners.
March 6, 2020 - Representatives from DENSO visited Carnegie Mellon University today. Part of their visit
included a meeting with Mobility21 UTC researcher Sean Qian, who provided an overview of his research
interests with the visiting team.
March 6, 2020 - UTC researcher Steve Smith discussed “Making Smart Traffic Signals Smarter and Safer through
Connectivity with Travelers” during the southwestern PA regional Smart Signals for Smart Regions
workshop. This session was organized and facilitated by Dom D’Andrea, Manager of Transportation Operations
and Safety for the Southwestern PA Commission.
February 26, 2020 - Stan Caldwell presented an overview of the Mobility21 UTC and the Metro21: Smart Cities
Institute to a visiting Japanese delegation from the Robot Revolution & Industrial IoT Initiative (RRI). The RRI is
an organization that rebuilds the Japanese manufacturing industry in order to respond to the Fourth Industrial
Revolution and Society 5.0 in cooperation with the industry and government.
February 20, 2020 - Senator Camera Bartolotta, state senator for Beaver, Washington, and Greene counties in PA
and a member of the Senate’s Transportation Committee, visited CMU today to learn more about Mobility21
UTC research in action. Mobility21 Executive Director Stan Caldwell and UTC researcher Christoph Mertz
provided the senator a tour of NavLab.
February 20, 2020 - The Carnegie Mellon University Heinz College Politics and Policy Club hosted a civic forum
discussion with PA Congressman Mike Doyle. Congressman Doyle serves on the House Energy and Commerce
Committee, which is one of only four exclusive committees in the House. There he sits on the subcommittees
on Communications and Technology and Energy – and chairs the Subcommittee on Communications and
Technology. Mobility21 Executive Director, Stan Caldwell and Traffic21 Director, Chris Hendrickson
participated in the session. During the session, Stan asked the Congressman about FCC’s notice of proposed
rulemaking on the 5.9 GHz band currently reserved for transportation safety and vehicle communications.
February 12, 2020 - Mobility21 UTC Executive Director Stan Caldwell provided a keynote speech “Smart
Pavement / Smart Cities” at the 53rd Annual Meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Quality Assurance Workshop in
Williamsburg, VA. Over 300 people were in attendance.
January 16, 2020 - As part of the U.S. Department of Transportation booth at the 2020 Transportation Research
Board’s Annual Meeting, Mobility21 Executive Director Stan Caldwell, Program Manager, Lisa Kay Schweyer
and Postdoctoral Research Associate Wei Ma staffed a demo and talked with attendees about the Mobility21
research project “Data-driven Real-time Traffic Prediction and Management.”
January 8, 2020 - As part of the U.S. Department of Transportation booth at the 2020 Consumer Electronics Show
in Las Vegas, Mobility21 Executive Director Stan Caldwell and Postdoctoral Research Associate Wei Ma staffed
a demo and talked with attendees about the Mobility 21 research project “Data-driven Real-time Traffic
Prediction and Management.”
December 5, 2019 - Traffic21 Director Chris Hendrickson participated as part of the transportation panel at the
National Lieutenant Governors’ Association in Kansas City. Dr. Hendrickson spoke about the Transportation
Research Board’s Future Interstate Study (he was one of fourteen committee members who helped develop this
report).
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•

•
•

•

•

November 21, 2019 - The Travelers Institute, the public policy division of The Travelers Companies, Inc., hosted
a symposium today at Carnegie Mellon University. The program, “Transforming the Driving Experience:
Automated Vehicle Technologies and Human Attention,” brought together experts to address the safety,
regulatory and insurance implications of advanced technologies that are on the road today. Traffic21 Director,
Chris Hendrickson and Mobility21 UTC Researcher Costa Samaras spoke as part of the event.
October 24, 2019 - Mobility21 Faculty, Steve Smith, hosted a visiting delegation from Hong Kong. During their
visit to CMU, Smith introduced the delegation to Surtrac smart traffic signal technology, and a visit to a Surtrac
intersection.
October 16, 2019 - Mobility21 Executive Director Stan Caldwell met with a group of 6 Indonesian professionals
working with issues relating to improving cities and regional economies. They are participating in a project
entitled, “Good Governance through Technology.” They have been invited to the U.S. under the Department of
State’s International Visitor Leadership Program for a 21-day project. The themes for the Pittsburgh segment of
the program were: Using technology to improve services and quality of life; and University and research partners
in smart city development.
October 7, 2019 - Varun Krovi, is Deputy Chief of Staff and Legislative Director for Congresswoman Brenda
Lawrence (D-MI) and Diem-Mi Lu from Rep Bill Foster’s (D-IL) office visited Carnegie Mellon University for a
visit that was arranged through the US Army Office of Congressional Liaison. The congressional staff had a
packed full agenda that included meetings with UTC faculty, Ding Zhao and the Block Center faculty to discuss
the Army AI Task Force and issues related to ethics and bias, privacy and the education and training imperatives
created by the emergence of AI in fields ranging from cyber to transportation.
October 7, 2019 - Mobility21 Director, Raj Rajkumar met with Commerce Deputy Secretary Karen Kelly and
provided an autonomous vehicle presentation, highlighted Mobility21’s research in the mobility and autonomous
vehicle space.
5. IMPACTS: What is the impact of the program? How has it contributed to improve the
transportation system: safety, reliability, durability, etc.; transportation education; and the
workforce?

What is the impact on the effectiveness of the transportation system?
•

•

•

March 30, 2020 - “There are constantly new studies and reports coming out about autonomous and connected
vehicles and how they interact with other vehicles, traffic lights, and even the roads they are driving on via
underground cables, but it is equally important to understand how these vehicles interact with the pedestrians they
come in contact with. Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Transportation, Carnegie Mellon Mobility21
National University Transportation Center, a team of faculty and students led by Emeritus Professor, Umit
Ozguner at Ohio State’s Center for Automotive Research have developed a new dataset that can help researchers
better understand vehicle-pedestrian interaction in crowded areas.” Read more here.
December 9, 2019 - Gridwise partners with CMU to find uses for its data. “Pittsburgh-based Gridwise announced
a partnership with Carnegie Mellon University’s Mobility Data Analytics Center in an effort to put the rideshare
data it collects to good use. Gridwise, which provides information for rideshare drivers to maximize their time
and income, can also use the macro-level trends they see for other applications. Gridwise CEO Ryan Green said
the collaboration will focus on on-demand mobility for people, goods and services in Pittsburgh and set the
groundwork for city level improvements. That could mean things like using rideshare data to determine the
infrastructure in most critical need of improvement, how to better manage the city’s curbs, how to address public
transit availability in underserved areas and how to mitigate traffic congestion.”
November 13, 2019 - With all of the amenities of a mini city, research takes flight at Pittsburgh International
Airport. “Carnegie Mellon University’s research partnership with Allegheny County Airport Authority began six
years ago where most trips start: in the parking lot. In 2013, School of Computer Science Research Professor
Alex Hauptmann pulled into Pittsburgh International Airport’s giant parking lot. Round and round he drove, up
and down the lanes. Minutes passed, as did dozens of filled parking spots. Finally, he found an empty one. And an
idea. … Hauptmann and his students developed an app that used real-time parking information that detected
available spaces, tracked cars and enabled navigation. And so began a collaboration between the university and
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Pittsburgh International that has since produced nearly a dozen other projects, from understanding how people get
around the airport to what they buy.”
What is the impact on the adoption of new practices, or instances where research outcomes have led to the initiation
of a start-up company?
December 20, 2019 - RoadBotics develops new services. “RoadBotics Inc., which recently completed work on its
largest contract to date, also began development of a new service it aims to amp up in 2020. The contract in Detroit,
which had RoadBotics assessing 2,600 miles of road, proved a ‘huge marker of success,’ RoadBotics CEO Ben
Schmidt said. As part of the contract, he said RoadBotics also used a new tool which can detect if a road had ever had
crack sealing done before and identify the best time, or ‘goldilocks zone’ for a government to seal a crack in a road
most effectively. The tool marks an effort by the company to shift its current road assessment rating system to a more
detailed map that identifies specific distresses on roads. For example, rather than telling a government simply which
roads need repairs or attention most urgently, RoadBotics will be able to tell a government which roads have potholes
and which roads need crack sealing.”
As reported in the Pittsburgh Business Times, the UTC spin-off company, “RoadBotics, the Pittsburgh-based startup
working to standardize road assessment through A.I., announced Tuesday that it had raised $7.5 million in its latest
investment round. Leading the way was Radical Ventures, an A.I.-focused venture capital fund. Other investors
include Hyperplane Venture Capital and Wharton Alumni Angels of Silicon Valley… RoadBotics was formed from
the research of Christoph Metz, conducted at Carnegie Mellon University. The company currently has more than 150
customers in 23 states and 11 countries.”
What is the impact on the body of scientific knowledge?
As part of Ding Zhao’s “A Scenario-based Database for Connected and Autonomous Driving in A Smart City”
research project, a novel meta-learning algorithm was developed in order to recognize real-world traffic scenarios.
Efficient data visualization and processing tools, were also developed. Researchers from all over the world can query
this data now. The prototype website can be accessed here: http://3.91.193.80/
What is the impact on the development of transportation workforce development?
In addition to the transportation workforce development activities mentioned earlier, this grant has expanded
workforce development efforts through a partnership with the Community College of Allegheny County’s
Automotive Technician Training Program. This program provides students with the education to maintain vehicles.
Their coursework involves integrating safety system alignments, and computer assisted diagnostics. The new
components being added as a result of research, will need to be maintained and these students are learning how to do
that.
During this reporting period, the Community College of Allegheny County’s Automotive Programs have instructed
over 100 students in Advanced Driver Assist Systems (ADAS). They also covered how those ADAS systems are
integrated into current automotive systems during the engine performance courses taught during the fall 2019
semester, and electronic and advanced electronic courses in the spring 2020 semester.
CCAC and the automotive programs continue to support over 300 automotive students with some ADAS information,
and it will graduate over 40 students with an Associate Degree in Automotive Technology or a Certificate in
Automotive Technology.
They have also launched an experimental transportation course combining information from various programs. The
course looks at transportation data from the data analytics program, PLC’s and basic application of logic controllers
from the mechatronics program, and how sensing technology is being integrated into vehicle systems from the
automotive program. Ten students enrolled in the course.
On October 4, 2019, CCAC held their annual “Odyssey Day” event drawing over 300 students and industry partners
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interested in alternative fuels for transportation. This co-sponsored event with Pittsburgh Region Clean Cities was
started through West Virginia University’s National Alternative Fuel Training Consortium. The event covers
different fuel types used for transportation including Compressed Natural Gas, Propane, bio-diesel and plug-in
electric and hybrid electric vehicles. Over 25 different vehicles were on hand for the public to view and experience a
ride. Mobility21 Executive Director Stan Caldwell presented to the group of 150 students and industry partners as
part of this event.
The following were some of the outreach meetings and events touting “Advanced Driver Assist Systems,” Intelligent
Transportation Systems, and many other opportunities within the transportation industry that CCAC Instructor Bob
Koch participated in:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

February 25, 2020 - CCAC hosted a meeting with Pittsburgh Region Clean Cities to discuss future events for
2020, and training classes on Hybrid, and plug-in-Electric vehicles.
February 14, 2020 - Bob and other faculty talked with over 500 automotive students interested in automotive
type careers at “Day at the Auto Show”, sponsored by the Greater Pittsburgh Auto Dealers Association.
January 28, 2020 - Bob Koch met with WQED to film a segment in “Future Jobs: Technology and Our Changing
Workforce” which aired March 12, 2020.
December 18, 2019 - worked with over half a dozen high school automotive instructors as part of an automotive
competition, describing the various sensing technologies used on today’s ADAS equipped vehicles. Bob
explained how understanding this sensing technology can open their students to other job opportunities in the
transportation job market. The event was co-sponsored by the Greater Pittsburgh Auto Dealers Association.
November 26, 2019 - discussed various ADAS systems with interested students during CCAC’s “Trade Fair.”
Students and their instructor from over 15 different high schools attended the fair. Students were able to discuss
with faculty how these systems work.
November 20, 2019 - Bob attended an online meeting with the ITS PCB program. The Intelligent Transportation
Systems Professional Capacity Building (PCB) program is a source for workforce and professional development
in ITS.
November 7, 2019 - discussed ADAS systems at the Northern Westmoreland Career & Technical Centers open
house. Bob discussed with parents and instructors what high school students need to be prepared for these new
technologies.
October 8, 2019 - discussed ADAS systems at the Butler County Career & Technical Centers advisory meeting.
Part of the discussion involved “what should high school students know about ADAS systems.”

Discuss the performance measures (a minimum of two) for research outcome your Center identified in your Technology
Transfer Plan Report and the targets (goals) for each measure.
This

Research Performance Measure

Annual
Reporting
Target
Period

Impact #1

Annual Number of Instances of Technology Adoption or Commercialization

3

1

Impact #2

Annual Number of Instances of Research Changing Behavior, Practices,
Decision Making, Policies (Including Regulatory Policies), or Social Actions

3

3

In addition to what has been previously reported, an additional example of technology adoption is:
• February 25, 2020 - Mobility21 Executive Director Stan Caldwell and UTC researcher Aaron Steinfeld were
tapped by recent CMU alum Haley Townsend (now working as a consultant to US DOT) to provide insights into
artificial intelligence (AI) for the USDOT ITS Joint Program Office as they work to identify practical real-world
scenarios where AI offers the potential to address transportation needs. Aaron Steinfeld shared information
about his work in artificial intelligence for accessibility and mobility. Stan Caldwell provided information about
how to engage local partners in AI initiatives.
• February 3, 2020 - The recently published report by the National Science & Technology Council and the United
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•

•

States Department Of Transportation “Ensuring American Leadership in Automated Vehicle Technologies,
Automated Vehicles 4.0” references the work Mobility21 UTC CMU researcher Aaron Steinfeld has done
together with the researchers at the University of Buffalo through the Rehabilitation Engineering Research
Center on Physical Access and Transportation.
o Page 15 of the report says: “NIDILRR’s [U.S. National Institute on Disability, Independent Living and
Rehabilitation Research] Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center on Physical Access and
Transportation at Carnegie Mellon University is researching potential reference designs and vehicle
interior concepts intended to promote and facilitate the accessibility of AVs for persons with disabilities.
This center is also conducting R&D to generate new knowledge about how AVs can help address
transportation barriers that are experienced by persons with disabilities in the first or last mile of a trip.”
October 7, 2019 - Steering away from one-person car commutes: Officials seek to change Pittsburgh’s
transportation habits. “The city also is in the process of designing ways to move traffic more efficiently. East
Liberty already has some smart traffic signals, which change according to motor vehicle and pedestrian traffic at
intersections. The Surtrac system that controls the lights was developed at Carnegie Mellon University. The city
expects to install similar controls at about 150 intersections beginning next year. In addition, a $10.9 million
federal grant is helping the city develop a series of “smart spines” to move traffic in six busy corridors that
empty Downtown.”
October 4, 2019 - Edmonton is testing out Canada’s first smart traffic signals — so how do they work? “Olga
Messinis, director of traffic operations for the city of Edmonton, introduced Wednesday the technology behind
new adaptive traffic signals from the corner of Edmonton’s bustling entertainment and arena district. During
hockey games, concerts and other special events, it not unusual to see police managing traffic at that
intersection…”
6. CHANGES/PROBLEMS

Changes in approach and reasons for change - Nothing to report.
Actual or anticipated problems or delays and actions or plans to resolve them
The impact of COVID-19 will not be fully known for some time. On March 16, 2020, Carnegie Mellon
University staff and students were moved to remote working and learning. Our academic partners had a
similar change to remote environments about that same time.
As mentioned earlier the most immediate impact after being remote, was the rescheduling of our 3rd Annual
National Mobility Summit of UTCs from April 2, 2020 to April 15, 2021.
We surveyed our researchers for what they anticipated the impact would be on their research programs and
their contingency plans to address any impacts. A list of the 22 responses was sent to our UTC Grants
Manager. We expect all research to continue but we will be working with all researchers to assist their
pivoting to remote work and any impacts on their research. We plan to spend our July 2020 UTC Faculty
meeting discussing the progress researchers have made, gauging need for assistance and discussing further
contingency plans for the Fall Semester.
Changes that have a significant impact on expenditures - Nothing to report.
Significant changes in use or care of human subjects, vertebrate animals, and/or biohazards - Nothing to report.
Change of primary performance site location from that originally proposed - Nothing to report.
7. SPECIAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Nothing to report.

